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Fall Commenc ment 
University of Norther11 Iowa 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Dece1nber 22, 1990 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
December 22, 1990 The UNI-Dorne 
Constantine W. Curris, Ed.D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
Judith F. Harrington, M.A. 
Assistant Professor of Communicative Disorders 
Commencement Marshal 
1:00 p.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT ...................................... Brass Quintet 
PROCESSIONAL ........... . ................. ............. Brass Quintet 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Members of the State Board of Regents 
Platform Guests 
Officers of the University 
The Faculty- Led by John C. Longnecker, M.A., 
Chair, University Faculty Senate 
The Heads of the Departments 
Members of the Faculty 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the Graduate College 
Candidates from Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Candidates from the College of Business Administration 
Candidates from the College of Education 
Candidates from the College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Candidates from the College of Natural Sciences 
Candidates from the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ................................ Brass Quintet 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS ...... Nancy A. Marlin, Ph.D. 
Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS .................................... .. Jon L. Purdy 
Candidate in Computer Science 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
University Continuing Education and Special Programs ................ . 
Glenn L. Hansen, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
College of Business Administration ........ Robert L. Minter, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Education .................... Thomas J. Switzer, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts ....... Beverley Byers-Pevitts, Ph.D., 
Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Bachelor of Music 
College of Natural Sciences ................. Gerald W. Intemann, Ph.b., 
Acting Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Science 
Bachelor of Technology 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences Aaron Meyer Podolefsky, Ph.D., 
Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Graduate College ... . .......... ..... ......... John W. Somervill, Ph.D., 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Arts 
Master of Arts in Education 
Master of Music 
Specialist 
Specialist in Education 
Doctor of Education 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
Dean 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES* ........................... President Curris 
CLOSING SELECTIONS ..... . .................. ........ ... Brass Quintet 
Members of the Brass Quintet: Jeffrey Funderburk, Tuba 
Randy Grabowski, Trumpet 
Thomas Tritle, Horn 
John Hansen, Trombone 
Bruce Chidester, Trumpet 
*Reading of the Candidates Names ........................... Clark Elmer, M.A., 
Director of Residence 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as they are 
individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may interfere with the 
rights of others to hear and will delay the program. 
University Commencement Committee 









Robert J. Simpson 
Gordon Timpany 
Program: Judith Harrington, Chair; Susan Chilcott; Mary Cooksley; Irene Elbert; Lisa M. 
Johnson; James Kazmerzak; Robert Leahy; Robert Simpson 
Production and Processional: Gordon Timpany, Chair; Jay Edelnant; James Egli; Clark 
Elmer; Philip Patton; William Shepherd 
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Kappa Delta Pi 
Graduates wearing purple and green cords are members of Kappa Delta Pi, a 
junior-senior honorary education society which recognizes students who have 
demonstrated a high level of academic achievement, leadership, and idealism. 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Graduates wearing a white stole are members of Omicron Delta Kappa, a junior-
senior honorary organization which recognizes students who have demonstrated 
high levels of academic achievements, leadership in campus affairs, and commu-
nity service. 
Military Science 
The following graduates have earned a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the 
United States Army. 
Jay Alan Bunting 
Daniel Rollyn DeGroot 
Eric T. Heubler 
Todd Aaron Kane 
Mark David Newhall 
Carol Kathleen Olson 
Patrick Ronald Phillips 
Kenneth John Weiland, Jr. 








Continuing Education & Special Programs 
Ronald Ray Ackerman, BA 
General Studies 
**Dwight Douglas Allbee, BLS 
Kevin Earl Anderson, BA 
General Studies 
Vernon Wesley Anderson, BA 
General Studies 
Jerry Ray Baade, BLS 
Jennifer Renee Barske, BA 
General Studies 
Joseph Michael Behan, BA 
General Studies 
*Steven Dean Belknap, BA 
General Studies 
Seth Thomas Bonnette, BA 
General Studies 
Jerri Dianne Jensen Boots, BA 
General Studies 
Leo Thomas Brickley, BA 
General Studies 
Sharon Metzer Brown, BA 
General Studies - Nurses 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
Cedar Falls Sharon Anne Canfield-Conard, 
BLS 
Waverly Timothy Joseph Cavanaugh, BA 
Rockford, II General Studies 
Brian Lee Chapman, BLS 
Waterloo Carrie Michele Colwell, BA 
General Studies 
Titonka Jon Michael Conradi, BA 
Independence General Studies 
Kathryn Ann Cotter, BA 
Davenport General Studies 
Louie Elwood Cox, BA 
Johnston General Studies 
Keith Mitchell Dungan, BA 
Riceville General Studies 
Dorothy Barnes Dybiec, BA 
Cedar Falls General Studies 
*Paul Stuart Ellmers, BA 
Cascade General Studies 
Michael Lee Fett, BA 













Maureen Ann Hood, BA Clinton 
General Studies 
Rodney Dean Hunt, BA Ogden 
General Studies 
Todd Joseph Ihde, BA Decorah 
General Studies 
Raymond Scott Iliff, BA Wadena 
General Studies 
David Earl Joynt, BA Sioux City 
General Studies 
Thelonious Key, BLS Cedar Falls 
Lara Lee Kneppe, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Tasha Lee Kneppe, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Anthony Scott Kokjohn, BA Colo 
General Studies 
Constance Ann Lampright, BA West Bend 
General Studies 
Paul W. Loveland, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Dennis Michael Lowe, BA Waterloo 
General Studies 
Jeffrey Michael McAleer, BA Davenport 
General Studies 
Michael Joseph McGowan, BA Dubuque 
General Studies 
Holly Ann McLeod, BA Cedar Rapids 
General Studies 
*Patricia Ann Spencer Mowatt, BA Waterloo 
Individual Studies: Undergraduate Thesis: 
Previsualization in Black and White 
Photography Using the Zone System 
Thomas Ralph Northey, BLS 
Susan Elaine Olson 
General Studies 
*Robert John Petersen, BA 
General Studies 
*Elwanda M. Fager Phillips, BLS 
Pamela Marie Reiter, BA 
General Studies 
Todd Alan Sampson, BA 
General Studies 
Gregory Arthur Schooley, BA 
General Studies 
Ty Roland Schuler, BA 
General Studies 
Sandra Sue Schultz, BA 
General Studies 
Mark Lee Schwab, BA 
General Studies 
Michael Gerard Sorber, BA 
General Studies 














Michelle Marie Stutzman, BA Iowa City 
General Studies 
Katherine Ann Talbott, BA Cedar Rapids 
General Studies 
Richard Stephen Thomas, 
BLS Rocky River, OH 
Charles Michael Tomson, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Carol Jean Vogt, BA Dubuque 
General Studies 
Jean Learea Mensch Welsford, BA Waterloo 
General Studies - Nurses 
College of Business Administration 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
James Arthur Adamson, BA Perry 
Marketing: Sales 
*Mark Bradley Anderson, BA DeWitt 
Management: Business Administration and 
Math for Modeling (Plan B) 
Thomas John Anderson, BA Forest City 
Marketing: Sales 
Michelle Rene Atherton, BA Chillicothe, IL 
Management Information Systems 
*Michael Kevin Bailey, BA Cedar Falls 
Finance: General 
Eric Collins Barkema, BA Iowa City 
Management: Business Administration 
Jana Jean Bemer, BA Seattle, WA 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
*William Francis Berry, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
William David Bertran, BA Webster City 
Management: Finance 
Joy Louise Boethin, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Business Administration 
Nancy Ann Boever, BA Davenport 
Marketing: Management and Spanish 
Shellie Kay Dinsdale Bolt, BA Reinbeck 
Marketing: Entrepreneurship 
Todd Anthony Bradley, BA Oelwein 
Management: Business Administration 
Jay Alan Bunting, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Finance 
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James Anthony Burke, BA Fort Dodge 
Management: Business Administration 
Jane Ellen Chesshire, BA Cedar Rapids 
Business: Accounting 
David Ryan Clark, BA Iowa Falls 
Management: Business Administration 
Muriel Louise Clement, BA Gamer 
Business: Accounting 
Patricia Ann Cobley, BA Central City 
Finance: General 
Scott Edward Coleman, BA Washington 
Management: Finance and Computer 
Information Systems 
Lisa Renee Cooper, BA Mason City 
Management: Business Administration 
Kelly Charles Countryman, BA Moville 
Management: Business Administration 
Scott William Cryer, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
Roger Eldon Curtis, BA Davenport 
Management: Business Administration 
Mark Robert Cuvelier, BA Lawler 
Finance: General 
*Steven Joseph Diggins, BA Marshalltown 
Management: Business Administration 
Richard Allen Dillon, BA Marshalltown 
Marketing: Management 
Jennifer Lynn Donohue, BA Cedar Rapids 
Marketing: Management 
Michelle Lynne Dougherty, BA Waverly 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Steven Kelly Duggan, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
Scott Alan Durscher, BA Elgin 
Management: Finance 
Daniel Paul Edholm, BA Montrose 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
***Kimberly Renee Nabholz Farlow, 
BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
Jaqueline Lea Fitch, BA Marshalltown 
Marketing: Management 
Timothy James Foreman, BA Des Moines 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Mark W. Fuhrman, BA Education Sutherland 
Business: Teaching 
*Jo Ellen Buenneke Gabbard, BA Denver 
Management: Finance 
Mary Sue Stille Gillett, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Sales 
*Christine M. Manfull Glenn, BA Traer 
Finance: General 
Nathan Ray Godwin, BA Bouton 
Management: Business Administration 
Paul Richard Gostonczik, BA Osage 
Management: Business Administration 
Mark Robert Grawe, BA Waverly 
Management: Business Administration 
Connie Sue Harms, BA Spirit Lake 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Cynthia Kay Harskamp, BA Sioux Center 
Management: Business Administration 
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Tina Louise Hartley, BA Ottumwa 
Business: Accounting 
Betsy Maria Hasken, BA Dubuque 
Marketing: Management 
*Keri Sue Hayen, BA Scotch Grove 
Finance: General 
Thomas James Heiny, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Management 
***Kathleen Sue Hemsath, BA Waterloo 
Management: Finance 
Bret Allen Henderson, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Business Administration 
Robert Joseph Hess, BA Worthington 
Finance: General 
*Dana J. Meling Hessenius, BA Marshalltown 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Brian William Hilbrant, BA Muscatine 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Joel Lynn Hopping, BA Oakland 
Management: Finance 
Dean Jason Hughes, BA Riceville 
Finance: General 
Patricia Sue Klingenborg Humpal, 
BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Finance 
Steven Donald Jarosh, BA Waterloo 
Finance: General 
Deborah Rae Jaspers, BA Steamboat Rock 
Management: Business Administration 
Richard Matthew Jenn, BA Waterloo 
Finance: General 
James Willis Johnson, BA Clarion 
Marketing: Sales 
Michael John Krage!, BA Newell 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
LeeAnn Marie Kruse, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Advertising 
Neal Gordon Kvale, BA Lake Mills 
Marketing: Advertising 
Charles Edward Lackore, BA Eagle Grove 
Finance: General 
Bernita L. Leahy LaPage, BA Marshalltown 
Business: Marketing 
David Francis Larick, BA Clarion 
Finance: General 
William David LeCompte, BA Waterloo 
Marketing: Advertising 
**Christopher James Le Warne, BA Des Moines 
Finance: General 
Thomas James Ludescher, BA Dubuque 
Management: Business Administration 
Carol Ann Maiers, BA Holy Cross 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Randy Joe Marzen, BA Stacyville 
Marketing: Sales 
***Jonna Lynne McIntire, BA Nevada 
Marketing: Sales 
Kathryn Ann McKinstry, 
BA Education Wyoming 
Business: Teaching 
Todd Patrick McLaughlin, 
BA Rockwell 
Marketing: Management 
Matthew Charles Meline, BA 
Management: Finance 
Des Moines 
Scott Edward Messer, BA 
Finance: General 
Cedar Falls 




Ben Joseph Myers, BA McCallsburg 
Finance: General 
Steven Michael Neer, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Production 
Kristin K. Boss Neighbor, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
Jennifer Mary Neuzil, BA Charles City 
Management: Business Administration 
Jason Vendel Nickles, BA Livermore 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Tasha Jolene Mullihan Norton, BA Brandon 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Steven Blake Oberhauser, 
BA LaPorte City 
Management: Business Administration 
Jeffrey Allen Oberheu, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Management 
Pamela Sue O'Bryon, BA Marshalltown 
Marketing: Retailing 
Daniel Lynn Ollendick, BA Lime Springs 
Management: Finance 
*Shannon Lynn O'Neal, 
BA Education Marshalltown 
Business: Teaching 
Peter Douglas Osheim, BA Story City 
Marketing: Management 
***Edward Gerard Parker, BA Mingo 
Economics 
Richard Garold Parker, BA Ankeny 
Marketing: Sales 
Brian Lee Peterson, BA Decorah 
Management: Business Administration 
Thomas William Pittman, BA Eldridge 
Business: Accounting 
Michael Thomas Pixley, BA Ottumwa 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
**Kathleen Kay Engleman-Porter, 
BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
*Todd Michael Reeg, BA DeWitt 
Finance: General 
Curtis Lee Ripke, BA Newell 
Finance: General 
Sandra Smith Ritland, BA Waterloo 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Nicholas James Roberts, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Business Administration 
Michael Joseph Roethler, BA Alta Vista 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
David Lind Rood, BA Mason City 
Management: Business Administration 
James Michael Rooney, BA Cedar Rapids 
Management: Finance 
Eugene Albert Rosenbaum, BA Waucoma 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Barbara Mae Rosonke, BA New Hampton 
Office Information Systems 
Kelly Dale Rush, BA Waterloo 
Management: Business Administration 
Le Alan Paul Saathoff, BA Dike 
Management: Business Administratiou 
Kenneth P. Sabers, BA Dubuque 
Business: Accounting 
William C. Sample, BA Denison 
Marketing: Management 
Connie Sue Schafbuch, BA Ladora 
Finance: General 
Teresa Ann Stubenrauch Schutte, 
BA Education Waterloo 
Business: Teaching 
*Cameo Angela Smith, BA Ottumwa 
Management: Business Administration 
Ralph Anthony Smith, BA Mason City 
Marketing: Sales 
Steven Ludwig Smith, BA Story City 
Management: Business Administration 
Thomas Roger Steffen, 
BA Education Farley 
Business: Teaching 
Kurt Bradley Steiert, BA State Center 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
**Michelle Lisette Sudendorf, BA Iowa City 
Marketing: Management 
Randy Lee Thompson, BA Lake Mills 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Robert Charles Trower, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Business Administration 
Debra Lee Uecker, 
BA Education Council Bluffs 
Business: Teaching 
Brian Eugene Valde, BA Eldora 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
*Sherri Sue Van Wyhe, BA Webster City 
Management: Business Administration 
Calvin Delner Voss, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
Daniel Ray Wagner, BA Cedar Rapids 
Business: Accounting 
David Boyd Wagner, 
BA Colorado Springs, CO 
Marketing: Sales 
Michael Shawn Walker, BA Burlington 
Marketing: Sales 
*Adam Jennings Weedman, BA Boone 
Finance: General 
Keith Francis Welch, BA Central City 
Management: Business Administration 
Gary Lee Winter, BA Waucoma 
Management: Business Administration 
James Douglas Womochil, 
BA Education Mount Auburn 
Business: Teaching 
Christopher Kent Yarrow, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Management 
Joanne Marie Philips Young, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Advertising 
Mark Alan Zehr, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
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College of Education 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
Becky Jo Anderson, BA Education Estherville 
Elementary Education 
Erin Renae Aperans, BA Education Waterloo 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Kaylene Lynn Allen Arbuckle, 
BA Education LaPorte City 
Elementary Education 
Amy Rachelle Arts, BA Education Ankeny 
Elementary Education 
Lisa Jo Atkinson, BA Education Sheffield 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
*Alice Ann Avery, BA Education Tama 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Anita Marie Babe, BA Education Denison 
Elementary Education 
***Becky L. Kuehl-Baker, 
BA Education Creston 
Elementary Education 
Christy Lea Thompson Banwart, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
**Michele Renae Bates, 
BA Education Ames 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
**Mary Elizabeth Bell, BA Education Hampton 
Elementary Education 
Anthony James Berger, 
BA Education Clarksville 
Physical Education: Coaching 
*Kimberley Rose Best, 
BA Education Kansas City, MO 
Early Childhood Special Education 
Amy Fern Betsworth, BA Education Sioux City 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Tracey Michelle Biteler, 
BA Education Humboldt 
Elementary Education 
Xina Nannette Bolden, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
Stacy Lee Borchers, BA Education Akron 
Elementary Education 
Dana Lynn Bozarth, BA Education Winfield 
Elementary Education 
Sherry Lynn Breitsprecher, BA Independence 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Cynthia Jean Brouwer, BA Education Sheffield 
Elementary Education 
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**Alana Rachelle Buck, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Eileen Marie Burke, BA Education Davenport 
Elementary Education 
Christine Marie Carolan, 
BA Education Decorah 
Elementary Education 
Lisa Marie Cash, BA Ankeny 
Community Recreation: Art 
**Cynthia A. Nassen Chidester, 
BA Education Hubbard 
Elementary Education and 
Music Education: Choral 
*Jean Marie Clark, BA Education Davenport 
Elementary Education 
Christina Malotte-Colman, 
BA Education Mason City 
Physical Education: Coaching and 
Physical Education: Special Education 
Kristin Emily Determan, 
BA Education Mason City 
Elementary Education 
Kori Ann Dillon, BA Oelwein 
Community Health Education 
Laura A. Doubrava, 
BA Education 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Sandra Jean Smoldt Dubois, 
BA 
Reading Education 
**Joseph Michael Einertson, 
Urbandale 
Fort Ord, CA 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
***Emily Kay Eischeid, 
BA Education Bellevue 
Elementary Education 
**Michelle J. Selberg Engrav, 
BA Education Decorah 
Elementary Education 
Patrick James Faga, BA Education Story City 
Elementary Education 
**Heidi Jean Fatchett, 
BA Education DeWitt 
Elementary Education 
Sarah M. Ambrose Figanbaum, 
BA Education Tripoli 
Elementary Education 
Lisa Jo Flanagan, BA Belmond 
Therapeutic Recreation 
*Michelle Renee Forbes, 
BA Education Mason City 
Elementary Education 
Susan Marie Fosselman, 
BA Education Sumner 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Mike James Foster, BA Education Cedar Falls 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Brenda K. Kilburg Fox, 
BA Education Bellevue 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Donna Lee Francis, BA Education Palmer 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Michael James Fredrickson, BA Estherville 
Community Recreation: Sports 
Colette Renae Fulton, 
BA Education Webster City 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Gregory Warren Garvin, 
BA Education Evansdale 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Carol Lynn Gary, BA Education Toledo 
Early Childhood Education 
**Catherine M. Nielsen Gray, 
BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Constance Marie Gray, BA Education Waukee 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
Nancy K. Stoulil Groff, 
BA Education Ruthven 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Diane Marie Grooms, 
BA Education Rockton, IL 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Susan Lynn Gunhus, BA Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
Carrie Anne Halsted, 
BA Education Marshalltown 
Elementary Education 
Kimberly Kay Hansen, 
BA Education Nashua 
Elementary Education 
Lorraine JoAnn Hansen, 
BA Education West Des Moines 
Early Childhood Education 
and Elementary Education 
Holly Lynne Harrison, BA Education Walker 
Physical Education: Coaching 
**Jill Marie Hastings, BA Education Ankeny 
Elementary Education 
*Jodi Ellen Hastings, 
BA Education Ankeny 
Elementary Education 
Christine Marie Haverkamp, 
BA Education Remsen 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Kelly Anne Heagle, BA Education Ankeny 
Elementary Education 
Kathleen Joan Heffernan, 
BA Education Sioux City 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Jennifer Sue Heil, 
BA Education Fayetteville, NC 
Elementary Education 
*Carla Jean Heisdorffer, 
BA Education Bloomfield 
Elementary Education 
**Patricia Ann Heller, 
BA Education Charles City 
Elementary Education 
Christina Heming, BA Education Bettendorf 
Elementary Education 
Dorothy Sullivan Hess, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
Lisa Lynn Hesse, BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
*** Amy CeAnn Highsmith, 
BA Education Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
Loretta Sue Proctor Hill, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
Trueman Edward Hoffmeister, 
BA Fort Madison 
Community Recreation: 
Youth Agency Administration 
Carol Anna Holland, 
BA Education Des Moines 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
*Crystal Kae Schelling Hoogeveen, 
BA Education Sheldon 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Michelle Rae Hovden, 
BA Education Ridgeway 
Elementary Education 
**Connie S. Ihde, BA Education Decorah 
Elementary Education 
Dennis John Jasper, BA Education Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
Carol Lee Jensen, BA Education Davenport 
Elementary Education 
*Julie R. Gillaspie Jensen, 
BA Education Moravia 
Elementary Education 
*Susan Marie Jessen, 
BA Education Strawberry Point 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Jill Renae Morris Johnson, 
BA Education Belmond 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
**Julie Ann Jungers, BA Education Hospers 
Elementary Education 
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Julie Ann Ketelaar, BA Education Davenport 
Elementary Education 
**Annie Elizabeth Kingery, 
BA Education Newton 
Early Childhood Education 
*Mary K. Beth Shaw Kirk, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
Brenda Sue Kirschman, BA Education Pella 
Elementary Education 
*Jay David Klaver, BA Education Jewell 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Christopher Paul Klieman, BA Waterloo 
Community Health Education 
Angelia Lynn Knapp, 
BA Education Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
***Annette Lynn Kotek, 
BA Education Lamont 
Elementary Education 
Amy Michelle Koupal, 
BA Education Urbandale 
Elementary Education 
Michael Edward Kramer, BA Dyersville 
Community Health Education 
Debra Sue Krapfl, BA Education Monticello 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
*Denise Lynn Kroemer, BA Education Lowden 
Elementary Education 
Kelly Ann Lafferty, 
BA Education Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
Michele Renee Lafontaine, 
BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
*Denise Ann Lawson, BA Education Jefferson 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
*Marcia Ann Leek, BA Education Algona 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
*Karri Elizabeth Lockert, 
BA Education Shakopee, MN 
Elementary Education 
Wendy Ann Lorey, BA Education Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
Janel Marie Lucas, 
BA Education Mason City 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Mark Thomas Lumpa, BA Education Iowa City 
Physical Education: Coaching 
***Barbara Jean Maxfield Lundh, 
BA Education Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
LuAnn Kay Lura, BA Education Marshalltown 
Elementary Education 
Annette Jane Lutz, 
BA Education Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
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DeAnne L. Lynch, 
BA Education Charles City 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Kimberly Elizabeth Main, 
BA Education West Des Moines 
Early Childhood Special Education 
Connie Sue Frantz McGraw, 
BA Education Vinton 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Shannon Dannell McHone, BA Ames 
Community Recreation: 
Youth Agency Administration 
***Robin Kay Lynch Mcinroy, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
Annette Mary Messerich, 
BA Education Preston 
Elementary Education 
Kelli A. Buzynski Milbrandt, 
BA Education Carroll 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Chad Brian Miller, BA Education Conrad 
Elementary Education 
Kimberly Anne Miller, BA Education Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
Stella Louise Mitchell, BA Waterloo 
Community Health Education 
Melinda Jo Murry, 
BA Education Columbus Junction 
Elementary Education 
Lynn Marie Siemens Nagel, 
BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
**Kathleen Marie Naughton, 
BA Education Des Moines 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
*Andrea Sue Neighbors, 
BA Education Emmetsburg 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
Kimberly Kay Nelson, BA Education Spencer 
Elementary Education 
Janelle Marie Newhouse, 
BA Education Greeley, CO 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Jon F. Nost, BA Education Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
Amy Leigh Null, BA Education Muscatine 
Elementary Education 
Melissa Ann O'Donnell, BA Waterloo 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Ann Margaret O'Keefe, 
BA Education Manly 
Elementary Education 
Jill Renee O'Neill, 
BA Education Holstein 
Early Childhood Special Education 
Shari Rene Murphy Owens, 
BA Education Seymour 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
*Nichole Diane Tharp Pals, BA Cedar Falls 
Community Health Education 
Todd Anthony Parker, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
Deborah Ann Demuth Perry, 
BA Education Denison 
Elementary Education 
Shari Jo Peters, BA Education Colesburg 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Gretchen Kay Peterson, 
BA Education Evansdale 
Elementary Education 
***Julie Christine Portman, 
BA Education Garnavillo 
Elementary Education 
*Emily Kay Prahl, BA Education Newton 
Elementary Education 
*Joan Marie Quinlan, BA Education Marengo 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Denise Ann Rake, BA Education Osage 
Early Childhood Special Education 
Denise Leigh Warneke Rasing, 
BA Cedar Falls 
Community Health Education 
Todd Mitchel Raymond, 
BA Education Tucson, AZ 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Dawne M. Albertsen Riha, 
BA Education Charles City 
Elementary Education 
*** Andrea Nichole Rohde, 
BA Education Des Moines 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Michelle Aiko Ross, 
BA Education Council Bluffs 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Jana R. Ruisch, BA Education Maurice 
Elementary Education 
Ann Marie Ryan, BA Education Boone 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
**Joanne Lynne Schild, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
**Jill Louise Schwarz, 
BA Education DeWitt 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
***Debra Jean Anonson Schwickerath, 
BA Education Charles City 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Wendy Sue Shaull, BA Education Marengo 
Elementary Education 
*Stephany Jo Shireman, BA Education Marion 
Elementary Education 
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*Dawn Michelle Sievertsen, 
BA Education Davenport 
Elementary Education 
John George Skarlis, BA Waterloo 
Therapeutic Recreation 
James Alan Sliger, BA Education . Rockford 
Health Education 
Diane Marie Smith, BA Education Griswold 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Michael Todd Smith, 
BA Education Mason City 
Health Education and 
Community Health Education 
Shelly Lea Smith, 
BA Education Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
Tracy Lynn Smith, BA Sumner 
Therapeutic Recreation 
*Steven John Sproule, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
Deborah Eileen Stewart, 
BA Education Clinton 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Gail Lynn Strittmatter, 
BA Education Des Moines 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Michael William Suther, 
BA Education Minburn 
Elementary Education 
Carrie Ann Funk Taylor, 
BA Education Denver 
Elementary Education 
Michelle Ann Tegeler, 
BA Education Edgewood 
Elementary Education 
Mary Pat Van Oort, BA Education Garner 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Wendy S. Holcomb Van Roekel, 
BA Education Algona 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Mary Ellen Volkman, BA Riverside 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Kraig E. Vry, BA Parkersburg 
Community Recreation: 
Youth Agency Administration 
Vonna Mae Woods-Watson, 
BA Education Waukesha, WI 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
**Barbara Ann Weiner, BA Education Ankeny 
Elementary Education and French 
Lon Eric Wilkerson, BA Education Toledo 
Elementary Education 
Andrew John Wineski, BA Rollingstone, MN 
Community Health Education 
***Holly Lea Witt, BA Education Reinbeck 
Elementary Education 
Christine Ann Wrage, BA Toddville 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Marlene Ruth Wrage, 
BA Education Shell Rock 
Elementary Education 
Kelly Lynn Young, BA Education Ottumwa 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Becky Toni Youngbear, 
BA Education 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
* Angela Ellen Youngberg, 
BA Education 
Elementary Education and 
Early Childhood Education 
Tama 
Cedar Falls 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
Margaret Sue Aasgard-Milligan, 
BA Education Waterloo 
English 
**Kimberly Ann Wightman-Abbas, 
BA Education Waterloo 
Spanish 
Barbara Kay Agan, BA Des Moines 
English 
Tammie Sue Anderson, BA Education Marion 
Spanish 
John Randol Bagby, BA Waterloo 
Theatre Arts: Design and Technology 
Michael James Ballantyne Cedar Falls 
Communication/Public Relations 
Cheryl Gillum Banks, BA Waterloo 
Communication/Public Relations 
Chad Michael Benesh, BA Fort Collins, CO 
Communication/Radio and Television 
Sandra Kay Berry, BA Waterloo 
Humanities 
Edward Joseph Block, BFA Oelwein 
Art 
Janel Leann Broghammer, BA 
Art 
Decorah 
Kristin Jean Brousard, BA Cedar Rapids 
Communication/Public Relations 
Paul Douglas Brown, BA Education Edgewood 
Art 
Scott Alan Chidester, BA Cedar Falls 
Music 
Tina Louise Chrismore, BA Newton 
Humanities 
Ann Louise Clark, BA Waterloo 
Speech-Language Pathology 
Jeffrey Duane Coe, BA Mason City 
Communication/Public Relations 
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*Tamara Sue Cross, BA Cedar Rapids 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/Performance 
Timothy Ellis Dehner, BA Burlington 
English 
James Brian Dellinger, BMus Ottumwa 
Performance 
Dacia Jean Dopp, BA Oelwein 
Art 
Alyson Jane Earney, BA Marshalltown 
Communication/Public Relations 
and German 
**Katherine Leona Ehly, 
BM us Aurelia 
Music Education: Choral 
Wendy Marie Elbert, 
BA Education Iowa City 
Spanish and Elementary Education 
Jon Scott Fenzloff, BA Cedar Falls 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/Performance 
Matthew Thomas Fleming, BA Independence 
Theatre Arts: Acting 
Jennifer Lynn Ford, BA Cedar Rapids 
Theatre Arts: General 
Jeffrey P. Free, BA Waterloo 
Philosophy 
Sue Ann Gansemer, BA Sherrill 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/Performance 
Linda Logsdon Gee, BA Waterloo 
English 
Kevin Brian Gilbertson, 
BA Education Sioux City 
Art 
Mary Margaret Gilchrist, BA Marshalltown 
Communication/Public Relations 
Maurice John Greene, 
BMus Ruthven 
Music Education: Instrumental 
David R. Grimes, BA Johnston 
Spanish and Finance: General 
Becky Vernelle Grinder, BA Cedar Falls 
Speech-Lilnguage Pathology 
Richard Michael Groff, BA Cedar Falls 
Communication/Public Relations 
Margaret Ellen Harlow, BFA Denison 
Art 
Lisa Marie Harthoorn, BA Bettendorf 
Communication/Public Relations 
**Amy Beth Hays, BA Independence, MO 
Communication/Public Relations 
Michelle Ann Heeren, BA Akron 
Theatre Arts: Acting 
*Waizaan Hin Herrera, 
BA San Jose, Costa Rica 
Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Lilnguages 
*Jennifer Lynne Hoffman, BA Cedar Rapids 
English 
Steven James Hughes, BA Muscatine 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/Performance 
Tracy Christine Huinker, BA Fort Atkinson 
English 
Jeff E. Iliff, BA Waterloo 
Art 
Scott Alan Jackson, BA Woodstock, IL 
English and Philosophy 
Patricia Ann McNellis Jasper, 
BA Education Waterloo 
English 
Tammy Kay Johnson, 
BA Education Armstrong 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
*Donald Eric Selmar Jorgensen, 
BA Cedar Falls 
Art 
Julie Elizabeth Kunkel, BA Bancroft 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/Performance 
*Byron R. Lahey, BFA Council Bluffs 
Art 
Karen Marie Leuck, BA 
Communication/Public Relations 
Harlan 
**Paula Marie Lovell, BA Reinbeck 
Communication/Public Relations 
Kathy Marie Lovig, BA Marshalltown 
German 
Gretchen Renee Ludden, BA Cedar Falls 
Speech-Lilnguage Pathology 
Kelley Laverne Luter, BA Bedford, MA 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
Kelly Jean Goff Marley, BA Davenport 
English 
Michael Murphy McCrary, BA Cedar Falls 
Religion 
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*Cathleen Eunice McCready, BA 
Art 
Osage 
Robert Bea McCullough, 
BA Education 
Art 




Brenda Marie Meiners, BA Coon Rapids 
Communication/Public Relations 
***Heather M. Merrick, 
BA Education Cedar Rapids 
English 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: Teaching Writing to 
Students with Learning Disabilities 
* Abdul Halim Mohamed, 
BA Perai, Malaysia 
Teaching English to Speakers 
Of Other Languages 
Hannia Naranjo Barrantes, 
BA San Jose, Costa Rica 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Lilnguages 
Elizabeth Jane Neibauer, BA Waterloo 
Communication/Public Relations 




**Carol Kathleen Olson, BA Waterloo 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Broadcast Journalism 
Dan Edward Overholtzer, BA Kellerton 
English 
Linda K. Bovis-Perez, 
BA Education Waterloo 
Spanish 
*Michael Steven Pieart, BA Bettendorf 
Spanish 
Barbara Jayne Porter, BA Owatonna, MN 
Communication/Public Relations 
Anthony Milton Price, BA Cedar Falls 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/Performance 
Victor Manuel Quesada Herrera, 
BA Santa Barbara, Costa Rica 
Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Lilnguages 
*Diane Jean Reiling, BA Storm Lake 
Communication/Public Relations 
and English 
***Deborah Tripp Rieks, BA Cedar Falls 
Speech-Lilnguage Pathology 
Christine Sue Rix, 
BA Education Independence 
Art 
Elizabeth Marie Brigid Running, 
BA Cedar Rapids 
English and Humanities 
Tracy Ann Sailer, BA Denison 
Communication/Public Relations 
Leticia Ann Sanchez, BA San Antonio, TX 
Spanish 
*Todd Allen Schatzberg, BA Janesville 
Art 
Timothy Clemens Schmit, BA Remsen 
Communication/Public Relations 
**Teresa Joy Richards Schoffelman, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
English 
Jennifer Sue Schultz, BA Boone 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/Performance 
**David Scott Seiler, BA Muscatine 
Art 
Lisa Lyn Sifrit, BA Boone 
Communication/Public Relations 
*Sandra Lynn Smith, BA Cedar Falls 
Communication/Public Relations 
Sonia Maria Solis-Arce, 
BA San Jose, Costa Rica 
Teaching English to Speakers 
Of Other Languages 
*Angela Kay Potter Sommars, BA Waterloo 
English 
Mark Richard Sonksen, BA Mapleton 
Spanish 
Mary Elizabeth Spencer, 
BA Education Waterloo 
English 
Bryan David Steckel, BFA Dubuque 
Art 
Michael Dewayne Sturtz, BA Decorah 
Art 
Bret Allen Swift, BA Washington 
Communication/Public Relations 
Rebecca Lynn Tanner, BA Clear Lake 
English 
***Teresa Tedesco, 
BA Education Cedar Rapids 
Spanish 
**Michelle Lynn Thiel, 
BA Education Delmar 
English 
*Tamara Tanya Thies, BMus Algona 
Music Education: Instrumental 
*Mark Everett Thompson, BA Cedar Falls 
English 
*Dorothy Joan Fay Thorson, BA Humboldt 
Speech-Language Pathology 
***Paula Lynn Tiller, BA Boone 
Speech-Language Pathology 
*Thomas Jay Vetter, BA Larrabee 
Philosophy and Religion and Science 
Shannon Marie Wallace, BA Stuart 
Communication/Public Relations 
*Tracy Lynn Watson, 
BA Education 
Art 
James David Welsh, Jr., BA 
English 
Gregory James Wessel, BMus 
Music Education: Choral 
**Cynthia Meider Williams, 
BA Education 
Art 
Shelley Lynn Willis, BA 
Art 
Lori J. Binkley Wilson, BM us 
Performance 
*Michelle Kathleen Wright, 
BA 
Communication/Public Relations 










College of Natural Sciences 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
*William Carl Althaus III, 
BS Cedar Falls 
Geology and Geography 
Ruben G. Arsate, BA Iowa City 
General Industry and Technology 
Kevin Lee Bales, BA Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
*Kevin Lee Barkema, BA Charles City 
Computer Science 
**Jody Rae Barrick, BA Center Pont 
Computer Science 
Thomas Albert Basten, 
BA Education Solon 
Biology 
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Douglas George Becker, BA Creston 
General Industry and Technology 
Marc Christopher Bierman, BA New Hampton 
General Industry and Technology 
William Dean Boevers, 
BA Education Readlyn 
Mathematics 
Jeffrey Thomas Bortscheller, 
BA Granville 
Industry 
Kent Doyle Bushman, BA Cedar Falls 
Biology: Plan Y 




James Joseph Cook, BA 
Biology: Plan X 
Fredericksburg 
*Sally Jo Dolezal Davis, 
BA Education 
Mathematics 
Michael Sinclair Downing, 
BT 
Energy and Power Technology 
Laura Renae Simons Eiklenborg, 
Evansdale 
Cedar Rapids 
BA Education Shell Rock 
Mathematics 
Chad Michael Elkin, BA Tulsa, OK 
Biology: Plan Y 
Carrie Rose Even, BA Education Evansdale 
Mathematics 
*Nicholas John Farlow, BA Independence 
Computer Science 
Susan Kay Fischer, BA Marion 
Mathematics A and Computer Science 
***Donald Edgar Flood, BA Waterloo 
Computer Science 
*Michael James Fuller, BA Dike 
Industry 
Darrin L. Gillett, BT Cedar Falls 
Construction and Industry 
Christine Michele Gogola, BA Cedar Falls 
Computer Information Systems 
Mary Kay Conner, 
BA Education Bellevue 
Mathematics 
Gale Eugene Habinck, BA Waterloo 
Computer Science and Economics 
Steven Francis Hagarty, BT Jesup 
Industrial Technology: Electronic Technology 
**Dirk Alan Halupnik, 
BA Education Ottumwa 
Biology 
Jeff Richard Herman, BA Princeton 
General Industry and Technology 
Michael William Hild, 
BA Education LaPorte City 
All Sciences 
Shelley Sue Hutton, BA LaPorte City 
Mathematics for Modeling (Plan B) 
Jeffrey Michael Kaufman, BT Dubuque 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Mechanical Design 
*Daniel Joseph Krejchi, BA Waterloo 
Biology: Plan Y 
Michael Allen Lang, BA Melcher 
Computer Information SystenJS 
Kevin John Langenwalter, BS Cedar Falls 
Chemistry 
Todd Robert Lappe, 
BA Education Whittemore 
Mathematics 
Rich Eugene Larson, BT Dougherty 
Energy and Power Technology 
*Tamara K. Mann, BA Muscatine 
Biology: Plan Y and Chemistry 
*David Douglas Manning, BS Sioux City 
Chemistry 
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Michael John Manning, BA Lansing 
General Industry and Technology 
Michael Todd Matuska, 
BA Education Sheldon 
Mathematics 
*Randal Jon McDonald, 
BA Education Jefferson 
Biology 
Dianne Lyn Peelen Meyer, 
BA Education Sanborn 
Mathematics 
Brad Steven Moss, BA Muscatine 
Science 
Daniel John Mueggenberg, BA Breda 
Computer Science 
Tim Gerard Nauman, BT Sherrill 
Manufacturing Technology: Mechanical Design 
Mark David Newhall, BA Waterloo 
Biology: Plan X 
Eric Robert Niemann, BA Brooklyn 
Science 
*Aparna Nimmagadda, BA Cedar Falls 
Biology: Plan Y 
Tracy Eugene Northup, BA Waverly 
Biology: Plan X 
*Kurt Willard Oster, BT St. Paul, MN 
Manufacturing Technology: Mechanical Design 
Ward Alan Phifer, BT Monroe 
Construction Technology 
*Lance Prescott Plagge, BT Sheffield 
Energy and Power Technology 
***Angela Kayann Ploeger-Petersen, 
BA Ankeny 
Biology: Plan Y 
*Kimberly Dawn Post, 
BA Education Holstein 
Junior High School Science 
Jon Lester Purdy, BA Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
Ted Evan Redenius, BA Bradgate 
Mathematics A 
*John William Reimann, BT Primghar 
Manufacturing Technology: Mechanical Design 
***John Marshall Rowley, 
BA West Des Moines 
Biology: Plan Y 
William Howard Sager, Jr., 
BT Grundy Center 
Manufacturing Technology: Production 
Scott Allen Sawlis, 
BA Education Elgin, IL 
Biology 
Rodney Glenn Sharar, 
BA Education Iowa Falls 
Biology 
Danny Paul Smith, 
BA Education Council Bluffs 
Biology 
Kevin H. Smith, BT Waterloo 
Manufacturing Technology: Mechanical Design 
Cheryl Ann Strachan, 
BA Education Humboldt 
Mathematics 
*Travis John Thompson, BA 
Computer Information Systems 




Brian Dean Underwood, BT Marshalltown 
Construction Technology 
*Wesley Lloyd Van Fleet, 
BT Cedar Falls 
Manufacturing Technology: Mechanical Design 
James Joseph Waters, BA Charles City 
Computer Information Systems 
*Scott Alan Wiley, BT Grinnell 
Construction 
David M. Williams, 
BA Education Charles City 
Mathematics 
Raymond Michael Wilson, 
BA Education Strawberry Point 
All Sciences 
Allen Jay Winter, 
BA Education West Union 
Science: Environmental/Conservation Education 
Lori A. Wintz, BA Milford 
Science 
Steven Gene Woltman, BA Marcus 
Physics and All Sciences 
William George Wood, BT Cedar Falls 
Manufacturing Technology: Production 
*Curtis Shawn Zepeda, BA Prairie City 
Math for Modeling (Plan B) 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
**Ronald Aalderks, BA Education Cedar Falls 
History 
Kristena Marie Aasberg, BA Hudson 
Criminology 
Thomas James Akers, 
BA Education Central City 
Social Science 
Rick Edward Allen, BA Education Iowa Falls 
History 
Michelle Linn Anderson, BA Waterloo 
Social Work 
Ann Marie Andresen, BA Dubuque 
Public Administration: Public Services 
**Mary Jo Aversano, BA Charles City 
Social Work 
**Matthew Friedrich Barz, 
BA Education 
History 
Beth Lynn Morris Batten, BA 
Social Work 





Bryce David Blain, BA Council Bluffs 
Social Work 
Sandra Kay Both, BA Clive 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Jashdeep Singh Brar, BA West Des Moines 
Political Science 
Martha R. Coil Browns, BA LeGrand 
Social Work 




Jill Marie Erickson Bush, BA Sioux City 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising and Home 
Economics: Business: Clothing and Textiles: 
Fashion Promotion 
Joseph Thomas Bush, BA Waterloo 
Criminology 
*Stephen Paul Butler, BA Education Clinton 
Social Science Education 
William Richard Byerly, BA Mason City 
Social Work 
David Jeffrey Bzdill, BA Cedar Rapids 
Political Science 
Debra Jean Callison, BA Storm Lake 
Criminology 
Molly Ann Cargin, BA Waterloo 
Psychology 
*Brian Mark Carico, BA Education Des Moines 
Social Science 
David James Cechota, BA West Burlington 
Geography 
**James Gaylord Chadney III, BA Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
David Anthony Chester, BA Oak Forest, IL 
Psychology 
Shawn Bartholomew Chestnut, BA Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
**Tadd Michael Cline, BA Cedar Falls 
Criminology 
*Troy Joseph Cook, BA Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
*James Michael Crean, BA Waukesha, WI 
Public Administration and Political Science 
Damian J.C. Davis, BA 
Criminology 
Sharese Erin DeBerg, BA 
Social Work 






**Lori Jeanne Dennert, BA Boone 
Psychology 
Diane Lynne Dorhout, BA Humboldt 
Psychology 
Suzanne Kay Duneman, BA New Hampton 
History 
**Heidi Minette Endelman, BA Clarksville 
Psychology 
Elizabeth Rose Flaherty, BA Waterloo 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Michelle Rae Fober, BA Sumner 
Social Work 
Jane Mary Foxen, BA Osage 
Home Economics: Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Promotion and Home 
Economics in Business: Clothing and Textiles: 
Fashion Merchandising 
Daniel Lee Fretheim, BA Decorah 
Political Science 
Scott Alan Funk, BA Newton 
Criminology and Sociology 
**Susan Marie Gaul, BA Education Farley 
Social Science 
Robert Donald Gloe, BA Decorah 
Political Science 
***Ellen J. Barth Habel, BA Durango 
Public Administration: General Administration 
Linda Jo Hansen, BA Waterloo 
Sociology 
Ricky Jay Hansen, BA Palo 
Political Science 
Timo_thy Scott Harvey, BA_ Education Waterloo 
History ··•··, ; ..... :· ·, .. ,·. ,-·: -;,<_ 
Jackie Marie Hastings, BA Alta Vista 
Social Work 
**Marjorie R. Harms Hayes, BA Waterloo 
Anthropology 
**Michael Edward Hayes, BA Cedar Falls 
Criminology 
Diana Lyn Hellman, BA Cresco 
Criminology 
Angela Marie Hester, BA Waterloo 
Psychology 
Kory David Hill, BA Education Fort Dodge 
History 
*Christine Ellen Hobbs, BA Dubuque 
Public Administration: General Administration 
Steven Norbert Hoffmann, BA Carroll 
Criminology 
Heidi Renae Honold, BA Grinnell 
Social Work 
Eric T. Huebler, BA Education Knoxville 
History 
Daniel Lawrence Hutchinson, BA Fort Dodge 
History 
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James Daniel Hutzell, BA 
Social Work 
Cedar Falls 
Sherri Lynn James, BA Omaha, NE 
Social Work 
Mark Allen Jamtgaard, BA Clear Lake 
Political Science 
Rickey Lee Jenkins, BA Education Mason City 
History 
Todd Aaron Kane, BA Albion 
Psychology 
Stephanie Sue Kemmerer, 
BA Education Cedar Rapids 
History 
Cynthia Lynn Kieffer, BA Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
Kameron Marie Kirkpatrick, BA Cedar Falls 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Barbara Catherine Kramer, BA Cedar Falls 
Home Economics: Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Promotion 
Melisa Marie Lane, BA Waterloo 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Tammara Sue Langan, BA Waterloo 
Social Work 
Lynn Anne Lawrence, BA Anamosa 
Social Work 
Lori Anne Lee, BA Waterloo 
Social Work 
Julie Ann Lensing, BA New Hampton 
Psychology 
Carol Ann Levis, BA Waterloo 
Social Work 
Thomas Edwin McLarnan, BA Cedar Falls 
History 
David James Michael, BA Waterloo 
Psychology 
Jason Patrick Murphy, BA Altoona 
Criminology 
Adriene Lynn Newman, BA Mount Vernon 
Social Work 
Douglas Allen Nickerson, BA Osage 
Criminology 
Heather Maureen Nolan, BA Oelwein 
Home Economics: Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Promotion 
Lisa Ann Ortner, BA Jesup 
Public Administration: General Administration 
Marla Marie Wells Padget, 
BA Education New Hartford 
Political Science 
***Margarita Daub6n Parks, BA 
Social Work 
Waterloo 
Doreen Marie Parrish, BA Elgin, IL 
Psychology 
Michael Coley Pavon, BA Des Moines 
Sociology 
Debra Jane Peterson, BA Stoughton, WI 
Home Economics: Design and Human 
Environment: Business 
Patrick Ronald Phillips, 
BA Education Hiawatha 
Social Science 
Timothy John Porter, BA Baxter 
Anthropology 
Kristine Anne Putensen, BA Dubuque 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Tammie Dee Radcliff, BA Cedar Falls 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Michelle Louise Redlinger, BA Washington 
Home Economics: Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Promotion and Home 
Economics in Business: Clothing and Textiles: 
Fashion Merchandising 
Lori Ann Reynolds, BA Atlantic 
Social Work 
Jane Ann Rich, BA Algona 
Psychology 
Josie Christina Riesberg, BA Carroll 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising and Home 
Economics: Business: Clothing and Textiles: 
Fashion Promotion 
*Timothy Joseph Ross, BA Glenwood 
Criminology 
Todd Alan Rule, BA Clear Lake 
Public Administration: General Administration 
Kathryn Ann Gerleman Scally, BA Waterloo 
Home Economics: Family Services 
Joel Leonard Schares, BA Washburn 
History 
Margaret C. Schebler, 
BA Education Davenport 
History 
Carlene Denise Scheel, BA Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
Scot Anthony Schellhorn, 
BA Education Hudson 
Social Science 
Michael John Schlampp, BA Ackley 
Sociology 
Rene Antonio Schmitz, 
BA Education Mason City 
Social Science 
Gina Maxine Scott, BA Manchester 
Criminology 
Jacqueline Joan Sederburg, BA Clarinda 
Public Administration: General Administration 
Shannon Lee Sharp, BA Decorah 
Social Work 
Eugene Everett Shutt, BA Webster City 
Social Work 
Deborah Elizabeth Shaver Sieck, BA Waterloo 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Nathan Dean Snyder, BA Waverly 
Political Science 
Thomas Steven Stem, BA Waterloo 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Jill Suzanne Streeter, BA Ames 
Psychology 
Sandee Ann Tellinghuisen, BA Boone 
Social Work 
Kevin Joseph Tenge, BA New Hampton 
Sociology 
Sheila Marie Thomas, BA Tama 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Lisa Catherine Troe, BA Vinton 
Social Work 
*Robert James Van Rennes, BA Sheldon 
History and German and European Studies 
Robin Anne Van Wert, BA Grundy Center 
History 
Leanne Maria Weber, BA Gladbrook 
Social Work 
Kenneth John Weiland, Jr., BA Burlington 
Political Science 
Jamey Mason Whitney, BA Plymouth 
Social Work 
Steven Allen Winters, BA 
History 





Candidates for Degrees 
Mahasen A. Ajlan, B.A., 1988, UMM AL-Qura University 
M.A. ; Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages 
Maria Del Carmen Amilivia-Valdes, B.A.E., 1980, Wayne State University 
M.A.; Spanish 
Michael Chet Angell, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A. ; Communication and Theatre Arts 
Nancy Lee Turner Baker, B.A., 1980, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Counseling 
Kimbraly Sue Bald, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Mathematics 
Kevin Michael Barnett, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.E.; Educational Psychology 
Sara Beth Baumhover, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Communications and Training Technology 
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Pamela Sue Bendixen, B.A., 1987, Central College Pella 
M.A.E.; Special Education 
Barbara Jean Blunk, B.Sci., 1989, Winona State University Bettendorf 
M.A.; Speech-l.imguage Pathology 
Randal Joseph Boeckenstedt, B.T., 1988, University of Northern Iowa New Vienna 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Kathy Jo Evans Bollman, B.A., 1983, Upper Iowa University Fayette 
M.A.E.; Special Education 
Patrick John Brill, B.A., 1978, College of Saint Thomas St. Paul, MN 
B.A., 1984, University of Minnesota 
M.M.; Music History 
Thesis: Melody and Motets of Thomas Lovis de Victoria and the Palestrina Style: A Comparative 
Analysis 
Beverly J. Stiles Byford, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.; English 
Karen Annette Cain, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa Davenport 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Carmen Marie Charles, B.A., 1988, Dillard University Opelousas, LA 
M.A.; Psychology 
Thesis: Sex and Age Differences in the Experience of Stress 
Susan M. Schmitz Chizek, B.L.S., 1988, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; College Student Personnel Services 
Carla Jean Goss Church, B.A., 1987, Simpson College Johnston 
M.A.E.; Elementary Education 
William Douglas Clark, B.Sci., 1988, Cornell College Mt. Vernon 
M.A.; Physical Education 
Richard E. Clipperton, B.A.E., 1972, Wayne State University Nashua 
M.A.E.; Secondary Principal 
Kerry Jan Clough, B.A., 1989, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Communication and Theatre Arts 
Carmen C. Collison, B.A., 1984, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.E.; Elementary Guidance and Counseling 
Lisa Gayle Deberg, B.A., 1986, University of Northern Iowa Ackley 
M.A.; Biology 
Thesis: Gas Exchange of Four Viburnum Species 
Cesar Daniel de la Guardia, A.B., 1971, M.S.E., 1973, St. Francis College Fort Wayne, IN 
M.A.; Spanish 
William Francis Disselkamp, B.A., 1978, University of Maine-Orono Millinocket, ME 
M.A.; Spanish 
Ann Lybarger Donovan, B.A., 1966, SUNY: Albany Toms River, NJ 
M.A.; French 
Renee Ruth Else, B.A., 1983, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.; Counseling 
Nancy C. Tompkins Fauser, Health Education, B.A., 1986, 
University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Health Education 
Thesis: The Incidence of Elevated Blood Cholesterol Levels in Elementary School Age Children 
in the Absence of Familial Cardiovascular Disease 
Donna Jean Fisher, B.Sci., 1988, University of Iowa Quincy, IL 
M.A.; Health Education 
Thesis: Nutritional Knowledge of Wait Staff in Full Table Service Restaurants 
Thomas Lyle Fitzgerald, B.Sci., 1981, Oregon State University Hudson 
M.A.; Teaching English to Speakers of Other l.imguages 
Joyce Anne Flodin, B.A., 1987, Arizona State University Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Communication and Theatre Arts 
Tamara Leigh Foels, B.A., 1977, Buena Vista College Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; College Student Personnel Services 
Stephanie Veronica Frisco, B.A., 1989, Southern University New Orleans, LA 
M.A.E.; Elementary Education 
Irene Dickerson Gordon, B.Sci., 1989, Southern University Caryville, LA 
M.A.E.; College Student Personnel Services 
Linnea Jill Rucker Grandhi, B.A., 1987, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Mathematics 
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Atul Gupta, B.Eng., 1985, Delhi College of Engineering Cedar Falls 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Keith E. Halverson, B.A., 1969, University of Wisconsin-Madison Green Bay, WI 
M.A.; German 
Chang-Min Han, B.B.A., 1988, University of Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Sarah Marie Hanuske, B.A., 1963, University of Iowa McGrath, AK 
M.Ed., 1982, University of Alaska-Anchorage 
M.A.E.; Educational Media 
Richard Emmett Hasty, B.A., 1989, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.; Health Education 
Thesis: A Descriptive Study of Preparation for a Career in Health Club Management 
Midori Hatanaka, B.A. , 1988, Loras College Kinosaki-gun, Japan 
M.A. ; Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages 
Clara M. Epple Heilskov, B.Sci., 1960, St. Cloud State University Charles City 
M.A.E.; Special Education 
Craig Douglas Hemmen, B.A., 1972, Wartburg College Parkersburg 
M.A.E.; Elementary Education 
Thesis: An Investigation of the Relationship Between a Program for Teaching Thinking Skills 
and Science Test Scores 
Paulette M. Fabian Herold, B.S.N., 1968, University of Pittsburgh Waterloo 
M.A.; Health Education 
Thesis: A Descriptive Study of the Academic and Professional Backgrounds of Cardiac 
Rehabilitation Nurses in the State of Iowa 
Hope Jeanene Nelson Johnson, B.A. , 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A. ; Speech-Language Pathology 
Ft. Dodge 
Marlene Dunford Jonas, B.A. , 1974, Clinch Valley 
College of University of Virginia Wytheville, VA 
M.A. ; French 
Coral M. Jud, B.Sci., 1986, Iowa State University Knierim 
M.A.; Audiology 
Kimberly Ann Kane, B.A., 1987, University of Northern Iowa Fairbank 
M.A.; Earth Science 
Thesis: The Stone Line of the Iowan Surface: Its Origin and Significance 
Cynthia Loney Karl, B.A., 1989, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; College Student Personnel Services 
Nancy Sue Kelley, B.A., 1979, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.; Communication and Theatre Arts 
Jennifer Kaye Kingfield, B.Sci., 1988, University of Iowa Algona 
M.A.; Audiology 
Marcia Jo Sundet Klinefelter, B.A., 1976, Wartburg College Shell Rock 
M.A.E.; Secondary Reading 
Thesis: Generating Independence in Reasoning Responses to Literature 
Frances Elizabeth King Lachance, B.L.S., 1987, University of Northern Iowa Cresco 
M.A. ; Library Science 
Carol Irene Hachmann Lensing, B.A., 1965, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Rapids 
M.A.E.; Secondary Principal 
Corinne Catherine Cayler McCullough, B.A., 1975, University of Northern Iowa Dubuque 
M.A.E.; Special Education 
James P. McDaniel, B.A., 1989, University of Northern Iowa Oskaloosa 
M.A.; English 
Michael Joseph McManus, B.Sci., 1974, University of Minnesota Eagan, MN 
M.A.E.; Secondary Principal 
Ronald Edward O'Meara, B.T. , 1982, University of Northern Iowa Mason City 
M.A.; Technology 
Nancy Jo Hartnett Osborne, B.A. , 1984, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; College Student Personnel Services 
Thesis: Student Use and Perceptions of the Maucker Union as Compared to the Purpose of the 
Maucker Union and to the Association of College Unions-International Role of the 
College Union Statement 
Sue Lynn Blanck Pettit, B.Sci., 1974, University of North Dakota Waterloo 
M.A.E.; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
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Mary Louise Desmond Rickert, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Speech-Language Pathology 
Janet Marie Messerschmidt Riker, B.A., 1980, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.; Health Education 
Thesis: Prediction of Maximal 0 2 Consumption from Age, Weight, Height, Percent Body Fat, 
Blood Pressure, Blood Concentrations of Total Cholesterol and High Density • 
Lipoproteins, and Resting Heart Rate in Men 
Michelle Renee Rogers, B.A., 1987, Luther College Iowa City 
M.A.; Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages 
Delwyn Lee Schmitt, B.A., 1981, Central College Cedar Falls 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Julie Annette Schnoebelen, B.A., 1988, University of Iowa Riverside 
M.A.; Audiology 
Kevin Charles Seichter, B.A., 1981, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Business Education 
Rebecca Ann Seifert Sharp, B.A., 1979, William Penn College Bouekville, NY 
M.A.E.; Special Education 
Ka-fai Stewart Shiu, B.A., 1986, Tunghai University Tokawan, Hong Kong 
M.A.; Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages 
Kimberly Ann Southard, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa Aplington 
M.A.E.; Special Education 
Gloria R. Stahmer, B.S.E., 1968, Concordia Teachers College Cedar Rapids 
M.A.; Communications and Training Technology 
Thesis: A Survey of Students Currently Enrolled in Interactive Instructional Television Courses 
in Community Colleges in Iowa 
Gina Kay Stephenson, B.A. , 1988, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire Albert Lea, MN 
M.A.; Speech-Language Pathology 
Mark Edward Sullivan, B.A., 1977, Loras College Dallas, TX 
M.A.; Physical Education 
Vincent Francis Sweeney Jr., B.A., 1989, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; History 
Thesis: Natty Bumppo to Rambo: A Cultural Perspective on America's Vietnam Experience 
Cheryl A. Jansen Tatman, B.A., 1980, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Judy K. Bengtson Timmins, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; English 
Jill Marilyn Schneiderman Uhlenberg, B.A., 1977, M.A.E., 1989, 
University of Northern Iowa La Porte City 
M.A.E.; Education of the Gifted 
Andrea Jo Underwood, B.A., 1989, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.; Speech-Language Pathology 
Nancy Kathryn Wagner, B.A., 1965, Arizona State University Iowa Falls 
M.A.; Home Economics: Education 
Cynthia Marie Walter, B.A., 1989, University of Northern Iowa Grinnell 
M.A.; Speech-Language Pathology 
Kristina L. Korf Weak, B.A., 1987, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Speech-Language Pathology 
Ann Marie Weingart, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Audiology 
Jane Ann Whitehead, B.Mus., 1983, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; Educational Psychology 
Thesis: Investigation of Occupational Stress as it Applies to School Band Directors 
Bart Alan Wieden, B.A., 1987, Wartburg College Dubuque 
M.A.; Counseling 
Lori Ann Schirm Wilken, B.A., 1985, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.; Psychology 
Thesis: College Students' Perception of Mothers: Effects of Employment Status and Marital 
Status 
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Specialist in Education 
Brenda Marie Hanken-Crawford, B.Sci., 1985, Iowa State University Hopkinton 
Special Education-Administration 
Thesis: A Study to Identify Stress Factors of Early Childhood Special Education Teachers 
Specialist 
Marilyn Lindholm Kinne, B.S.N ., 1966, M.A., 1984, University of Iowa Cedar Falls 
Counseling 
Thesis: Parent and Teacher Reactions to the Referral Question Consultative Decision Making 
(RQC) Model for Triennial Reevaluations in a School Serving Mentally Retarded 
Students 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
David Leonard Gobeski, B.Sci., 1971, Western Michigan University Greenville, NC 
M.A., 1984, Central Michigan University 
Dissertation: Toward the Optimization of Cell Operator Productivity in Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing 
Dissertation Chair: Ervin A. Dennis, Ed.D. 
Judith Ann Zaczkowski, B.Sci., 1973, M.Sci., 1983, St. Cloud State University Melrose, MN 
Dissertation: Evaluation of a Train-The-Trainer Workshop in Hazard Communication for the 
Photofinishing Industry 
Dissertation Chair: John T. Fecik, Ed.D. 
Doctor of Education 
Loran Dean Erdmann, B.A., 1975, M.A., 1976, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Administration 
Dissertation: Prediction of Maximal Oxygen Consumption in Boys Ages 11 to 14 Years: Field 
Measurements for Use in Schools 
Dissertation Co-Chairs: Norman L. McCumsey, Ed.D. and Larry D. Hensley, Ed.D. 
Stephen Ralph Nicholson, B.A., 1974, M.A.E., 1981, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Administration 
Dissertation: Principal and Teacher Views on Cooperative Action in The Administration of 
Iowa's Secondary Schools 
Dissertation Chair: James E. Albrecht, Ed.D. 
Anthony William Pappas, B.Sci., 1976, B.Sci., 1977, M.Sci., 1983, Mankato State University Waterloo 
Administration 
Dissertation: Act Scores of Iowa Public High School Students and School, Student, and Family 
Variables 
Dissertation Chair: Ann S. Vernon, Ph.D. 
Susan Kay Posekany Sherwood, B.A., 1970, M.A.E., 1974, University of Northern Iowa Dike 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation: Principals' Perceptions About Regular Education Teachers' Attitudes Toward 
Integration of Students With Handicaps 
Dissertation Chair: Mary Nan Koen Aldridge, Ph.D. 
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The Academic Procession 
The President's Party forms the first section of the academic procession. Headed by the commencement 
marshal, it includes the president, members of the State Board of Regents and of the General Assembly, 
other platform-guests, and the vice-presidents, deans and other principal University officials. 
The commencement marshal carries the University Mace, designed and fashioned for the Centennial 
Commencement in 1976 by Randall Swanson, at that time a freshman majoring in Industrial Arts. A 
traditional symbol of authority, the mace is a carved wood rod capped with ends of cast bronze, with the top 
carrying the seal of the University. The sterling silver chain worn by the president was also created for the 
Centennial Commencement. It was designed and constructed by Martin Peterson, then a junior majoring 
in art, and it memorializes the historical evolution of the University by carrying the seals of the Iowa State 
Normal School, the Iowa State Teachers College, the State College of Iowa, and the University of Northern 
Iowa. 
The procession continues with the faculty, led by the chairperson of the Faculty Senate. The heads of the 
departments come first followed by the remainder of the faculty. 
When the members of the President's Party have arrived at their proper stations, they rise to honor the 
entrance of the candidates for degrees. Led by faculty marshals, the candidates enter with candidates for 
the highest degrees first. The candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, both the Teaching Program and 
the Liberal Arts Program, enter in five groups, representing each of the four undergraduate colleges and 
the School of Business. 
The banners which are carried with the candidates' procession were first used in 1977. They were 
designed by Bekka Lindstrom, at that time a sophomore majoring in Art. Ms. Lindstrom's explanation of 
the banner designs accompanies the symbols reproduced at the back of this program. The banners were 
fashioned by Phillip Elliott, who also designed the stage setting which you see before you. This was first 
used for the Centennial Commencement in 1976. 
Students wearing gold cords are those graduating with highest honors, a distinction which requires a 
grade average of 3.75 (4.00 would be all A's). 
The academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved hooded gowns 
were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. Over the centuries, much diversity occurred, 
and to bring some order, in the United States in 1894 an intercollegiate system of academic costume was 
agreed on, now adhered to by more than 760 institutions. According to this code, both the styling and 
colors of the regalia have significance. 
The design of the gown indicates the degree: the bachelor's is a simple gown with a full sleeve. The 
master's gown is much like it except for the long sleeve which hangs loose. The doctor's gown is fuller and 
more elaborate. It has velvet edging and three velvet stripes on the full sleeve. The color of this velvet may 
be black or in the color appropriate to the degree . 
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar to all degrees, although differing slightly in length. 
The candidates for the bachelor's degrees usually do not wear the hood. The hood has a velvet edging 
which indicates the area of the degree, and the inside or lining of the hood is satin in the colors of the college 
or university granting the degree. 
A partial list of the degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the triming on the doctor's gown 
is as follows: 
Apricot - Nursing 
Blue, dark - Philosophy 
Blue, light - Education 
Brown - Fine Arts 
Citron - Social Science 
Copper - Economics 
Drab - Business 
Green - Medicine 
Green Sage - Physical Education 
Lemon - Library Science 
Maize - Agriculture 
Maroon - Home Economics 
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Orange - Engineering 
Pink- Music 
Purple - Law 
Scarlet - Theology 
White - Arts and Letters 
Yellow, Golden - Science 
Banner Design 
1. The education symbol used for the Doctor of Education, the Specialist in Education and the 
Bachelor of Arts in Education degrees, as well as the College of Education, represents the 
teacher-student communication. 
2. The symbol for the Master's and the master of Philosophy degrees represents further study 
beyond the first four years . 
3. The four circles for the Bachelor of Arts degree denote four years of study. 
4. The Bachelor of Music and Master of Music degrees are represented on a musical staff. 
5. The symbol for the Bachelor of Technology and Doctor of Technology incorporates an industrial 
and mechanical motif. 
6. The area of Business is symbolized by circles in a chain of growth and development. 
7. The design of circles in a test tube represents the Sciences. 
8. The symbol for the Fine Arts evolved from a color wheel and developed into a representation of 
all the arts and their common unity. 
9. A symbol of the human mind represents the field of Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
10. The centering represents the campus and the four circles represent all campus study for the 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies degree. 
11 . The symbol for the Specialist degree represents further study beyond the Master's level. 




Undergraduate degrees at the University are offered through five colleges and Continuing 
Education and Special Programs. Graduate degrees are conferred by the Graduate College. 





College of Education 
Community Health Education 
Community Recreation 
Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Education 
Health Education 




Communication/Radio & TV 
Communication & Theatre Arts 
English 
English and Foreign Languages 
English Linguistics 




Latin American Studies 






Computer Information Systems 
Construction 
Earth Science 
Energy and Power Technology 
General Industry and Technology 
Management 
Marketing 
Management Information Systems 





























Vocational Technical Education 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
American Studies Latin American Studies 
Anthropology Political Science 
Asian Studies Psychology 
Criminology Public Administration 
Geography Social Science 
History Social Work 
Home Economics Sociology 
Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Bachelor of Arts Individual Studies 
General Studies Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
General Studies - Nurses 
Graduate College 
All graduate degree candidates are listed under the Graduate College. 
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